Navigating a Website
Introduction

Hi, I’m Belle. In this course, we’ll follow along with Jane while she searches the internet.

Jane would like to find information about story times for her children at her public library. She’ll need to navigate different parts of the library website to find the information she’s looking for.
Getting around on the internet is a lot like navigating a city on foot to get from one place to another. Just as you may visit a store, a school, an office, and the library in person…

…you can visit websites of those places to accomplish tasks.
When she starts out, Jane needs to make choices about where she wants to go, whether in person or on the internet. Sometimes she may make a wrong choice, taking her in the wrong direction. However, when that happens, she can retrace her footsteps and change her course, so it is not a big deal if she makes a mistake.

In the next lesson, we'll follow along with Jane while she searches the internet to find her public library website.